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PREFACE

If this is your first time picking up a copy of Shema Koleinu - welcome to Beth Jacob!
What you are holding in your hand is our fifteenth edition of a compilation of Rosh
Hashanah essays, thoughts and musings from members of our community, assembled
with the hope of adding understanding and meaning to these special days. Beth Jacob
is the spiritual home to a wide range of congregrants, and Shema Koleinu celebrates
this mix of threads and colors which comprise the fabric of our community. Taken as a
whole, this publication is a beautiful expression of the wonderfully diverse community
in which we live.
This year we have added a section called Life, Loss, & Legacies dedicated to loved
ones who have passed away. With a Shul history as rich and varied as ours, and with
new members joining every year, it’s a particularly special privilege to share stories that
highlight some of Beth Jacob’s earliest members, and enable the new generation to get
to know them, in a sense.
We are sure you will find each article both insightful and thought provoking, and it is
our hope that Shema Koleinu 5781 will serve as a source of inspiration on these Holy
Days.
We would like to thank the following people for their help in crafting this publication:
Mrs. Tzina Fishman for the publication’s sophisticated design; Abbey Lewis for
the back cover drawing; the Shema Koleinu sponsors for their generosity; and the
contributing authors for sharing their thoughts to enrich our Rosh Hashanah
experience.
May Hashem hear (Shema) our voices (Koleinu) and grant us a happy, healthy, and
sweet New Year.
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THE BRACHA
Eleanor Bogart

Back in the day, long ago, when gas was 26 cents a gallon and a postage stamp was three
cents, I spent several weeks one record-breaking hot summer helping my father in the
store. It was not air-conditioned, nor were any of the small family-owned shops up and
down Moreland Avenue at “Little Five Points.” The store was old, but a few years new
for us. And my father loved it.
The day started when my Dad cracked open the rolls of silver and opened the packets of
bills into the drawer of the ancient cash register. About thirty-five dollars - just in case
we might have a big sale and need to make change, he said. I think credit cards had not
been invented.
The cash register was old, encrusted with Victorian design, and so heavy it would take
two strong men to lift it. Someone had painted it silver. My father taught me how to
make change, but I was not allowed, ever, to open the cash drawer - the cash drawer was
a killer. When a key was depressed, the drawer would slam forward with such force as to
knock a grown man to the floor.
The store was a haberdashery. We sold everything that a man would wear except
coats and suits. One step up from the main floor was our ”mezzanine.” There
were two attached theater seats, a low footstool for measuring shoe size, and a
few odd boxes of men’s shoes and bedroom slippers that had come with the store.
That summer I learned a lot about what men wore. From shirts size 14-2 or 15-3 and
pajamas size C, to strange items called garters to hold up their socks. I learned how to
wrap a tie around two fingers so that it looked like a tie knotted at the collar of a shirt.
My job, beside sweeping and dusting, was to be of help to any woman who happened to
wander into the store looking for a gift for her husband or son. I could show her our
gen-u-wine leather wallets and belts, or handkerchiefs with hems hand-rolled in the
Philippines, or $5.00 silk ties. I knew then that I had a future in sales.
What I didn’t know was that the business was failing, and my father would soon need to
sell the store and go back on the road again.
On one incredibly hot afternoon, like a mirage rising from a desert floor, two figures, all
in black, were making for our open door. One, an older man not much taller than
myself, and the other one younger, very thin, and taller. They were both wearing long
black coats and large black hats, and beards. I called my father to the doorway. He
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seemed surprised but welcomed our visitors with a kind of flourish that might be reserved
only for dignitaries, and swept them up the one step to the mezzanine. The visitors
seated themselves in the theater seats, and in spite of the airless place, did not remove
their coats or hats. My father sat on the low stool. I watched and listened from behind
a counter on the main floor.
The older man was speaking in a language not English which, surprisingly to me, my
father seemed to understand. The young man, his head down, was quiet. It seemed to
me my father was listening to a very sad story - told sometimse in a whisper, sometimes
in a voice forceful and angry.
The three came down to the main floor, and my father, wiping his face with a handkerchief,
went to the cash register. He took some money from the drawer and gave it to the older
man who gave it to the younger man who opened his coat and put the money inside a
pocket there. Then there was hand-shaking all around - handshakes more like embraces.
My father motioned to me to come closer. The older visitor raised his hands and spoke
some words to me that I recognized as Hebrew. More hand-shaking, and the slightest
softening of a smile. The two men left as they had come, through the open door, into the
heat of the day. I watched as they walked to the end of the block, turned, and were gone.
Now my father’s demeanor seemed to change. Rather sternly, he said, “I need go to out
for a few minutes. I won’t be gone long.”
“But I can’t stay here by myself!”
“You will be fine. I just need to go up the block to the bank, and I won’t be gone twenty
minutes”
I need not have worried. There was no customer. Not even a passerby to look into the
plate-glass window.
The only sound was the whrrr of the ancient ceiling fan. I was very curious. Always the
dependable and obedient daughter, now, against the rule, I went to the cash register,
pressed the no-sale key, and ducked.
Except for the silver and a few one-dollar bills, I saw that my father had given to our
visitors all the money in the cash drawer.
It all happened so long ago, and yet so clear in memory. Might it be, that in the merit of
my father’s chesed, his tzedaka, I received a very special blessing that day? And who can
say if perhaps that is what has made the difference?
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A WELL-USED SIDDUR
Sheila Elkon

When davening in shul, I like to arrive early. It gives me the opportunity to settle in and
prepare myself. Because the shelves are full, I have a wide choice of siddurim. I used to be
attracted to the newer ones - their covers are glossy, the gold and burgundy embossing is
clear, and the pages are crisp and clean. But one feature of these unused siddurim is that
the pages tend to stick together.
The davening begins and we follow along with the baal tefillah. My mind is concentrating
on the words on the page, when quite often these new pages become difficult to turn.
And even if it is a part with which I am familiar, the act of having to stop and focus on
getting to the correct page causes an unwelcome interruption.
So I started to choose slightly used books, and in those, I found traces of previous users.
Initially, I was critical of those who, in my mind, had not taken the requisite care of this
repository of holiness. Small rips on a page, blotches in the margins, smudges from
lipstick, even sticky marks. But then I realized that all the hands that had held this siddur
were doing what I was doing. And I thought of all the women I had seen over the years
- women who would daven with such apparent kavanah (concentration), teenage girls
with their heads buried in their prayer books, and those beloved souls who are no longer
with us.
I began to regard all those blemishes as remnants of a holy line of people. Maybe one of
the smudges came from a teardrop - either of sadness or of joy. Maybe the sticky mark
happened when a grandmother was holding a grandchild on her lap, and the child was
eating a candy from a simcha. Maybe the small rip happened when the user stepped back
to allow a late-comer to pass her seat.
Now those older books have taken on a greater value. Even the texture of the pages
changes with age and use - they become softer, almost silky! Turning the pages is much
easier, too. I find comfort, support and inspiration from all those women who have held
this book in the past. Maybe I can emulate them by davening with increased kavanah.
Now, when I arrive early, and I have that same choice of new or old, I look for a siddur
where the gold embossing has been worn away and the leatherette cover is somewhat
dulled. Because I know that it has been held in a multitude of hands. Many women
before me have used it to communicate with their Creator, and I wish to do the same.
There are many reasons I long for the end of this COVID-era. Choosing a well-used
siddur is just one!
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A MEANINGFUL EXILE
Rabbi Ariel Asa

As the world began shutting down at the beginning of the pandemic, but before
it had made any local impact, I vividly recall a Thursday evening minyan. Rabbi
Feldman was speaking between mincha and maariv. He said something in passing
which was one of those things that a person hears, files away in his brain, and then
promptly forgets it because of its improbability.
He said that right now we have the opportunity to come together and pray to the
Almighty as a minyan. This isn’t something that we should ever take for granted
because we don’t know how long we will have this opportunity. Within 48 hours, we
came to the startling realization of how prescient his words were.
Very soon, I found myself along with the rest of the community (and the vast
majority of the Orthodox Jewish world) praying three times a day in solitude. In all
honesty, I have rarely felt spiritually elevated joining a minyan for prayers. Now I
had a legitimate “excuse” to pray in solitude with the ability to focus on parts of the
siddur that often are rushed through or get passed over.
At the beginning of the siddur is one such example - a collection of five verses*
that are meant to be recited as one enters the synagogue. Rarely do people take the
opportunity to do so or to focus on their intent.
“How goodly are your tents Jacob, your dwellings, Israel.”
“Through your abundant kindness I will enter Your house and prostrate myself
towards your holy sanctuary in awe of You.”
“G-d I have loved the house where you dwell and the place where Your glory resides.”
“I shall prostrate myself and bow, I will kneel before G-d my Maker.”
“May my prayer to You, G-d, be at an opportune time; G-d, in Your abundant
kindness, answer me with the truth of Your salvation.”
As I began reciting them daily on my back porch, I was perplexed. These verses,
according to many commentators, refer to the tabernacle, the Holy Temple and
our synagogues, which are meant to be mini temples. Their recital doesn’t seem so
appropriate to be recited by someone who doesn’t find him or herself in the Master’s
house.
Another question occurred to me – why do the verses keep changing tenses? The
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second verse is in the future tense, “I will enter…” Then the third verse switches to
the past tense, “I have loved”. The fourth verse reverts to the future tense, “I shall
prostrate…I will kneel”. And finally, “May my prayer to You, G-d, be at an opportune
time…”, a prayer for the future. What deeper lesson was I meant to derive from these
verses?
Could our sages, the organizers of the siddur, have had a message in these verses even
for me in my solitude (and every other person who finds himself in a similar situation)?
An insight occurred to me which kept my spirits up during the months of exile. Here
are the five verses in light of my contemplations:
Right now, I may not be able to enter Your dwellings, G-d, but I recognize how special
they are and what they have meant and continue to mean to the Jewish people.
I hope and pray that through Your loving kindness I will once again be able to pray in
Your home with proper respect.**
In the past, I loved Your house (though maybe not always shown it), recognizing Your
Greatness that resides there.
When I am able to return, it will be with a proper attitude of humility and reverence.
Even as some limited minyanim were given the green light to reopen, there were
many people that for various reasons were unable to attend. If I find myself in such a
situation, let my prayer, though said in solitude, be recited at the same time that the
congregation is reciting their prayers (which is considered an “opportune” time***).
May it be accepted in kindness as a result.
The year 5780 -  תש’’פis quickly coming to a close. When you rearrange the Hebrew
letters of the year it spells  – שפתrelated to the Hebrew word lips. As we complete this
year, may we learn to utilize our lips in developing a deeper, more loving relationship
with our Maker. May we merit to return to our local houses of prayer and to the
ultimate house of prayer – the Beis Hamikdash in Jerusalem.
*In researching these verses I discovered that the fourth one is not actually a verse, but is based
on a similar verse found in Psalms.
**Since prophecy has been lost for some 2,000 years, we don’t know the Almighty’s reasons
for tragedy and misfortune in the world and certainly not on a global level. That being said,
tragedies are meant to cause introspection and contemplation on how we as individuals and
as a community can upgrade our relationship with the Almighty.
***TB Brachos 7:
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HOW WAS THIS NIGHT
DIFFERENT FROM ALL
OTHER NIGHTS?
Adina Hirsch

Pesach is usually the time of year when the whole family gets together, and this
year was supposed to be no different. My four children and four grandchildren were
all planning to travel to Atlanta for the holiday from New York, Connecticut and
Baltimore, and I was happily and busily preparing for their arrival. Then COVID19
came to the United States in March. Every week I watched the news and listened for
the latest recommendations from the government, the CDC, and our local rabbis for
guidance on how to best respond to flatten the curve. And with every day came new
recommendations and restrictions on social interaction until finally, two weeks before
Pesach, it became evident that almost nobody would be able to travel to Atlanta for the
holiday. The one exception was my youngest son, Aharon, who was in college in New
York City and was able to get out early enough to return to Atlanta safely.
Instead of a house full of family for the Pesach holiday, it was just me and Aharon, who
was planning to spend the first Seder with his father. And so, on Erev Pesach, I set
the Seder table for one using my great-grandmother’s Pesach china and all my holiday
finery, from my beautiful Elijah’s cup and seder tray to my whimsical frog salt shakers.
An integral part of the Seder is recounting the story of our Exodus from Egypt. And
this retelling begins with the youngest child at the Seder asking the four questions,
which begin with “How is this night different from all other nights?”
This year, as I looked at my Seder table in all its finery, as I was both the youngest (and
the oldest) at the Seder table, I asked myself this question: How was this Seder night
different from all other Seder nights? And here was my answer: On this Seder night,
during the worst pandemic to hit the world in over a century, to do my small part in
flattening the curve, instead of setting my table for many, I set my Seder table for one.
The Seder experience was actually an interesting one: I shared kiddush and Ma Nishtana
with my neighbors while we socially distanced on our respective porches. And then I
reflected in silence and solitude about the meaning of the pandemic and the story of
our Exodus from Egypt, with a lot more appreciation and respect for the ten plagues.
As the High Holidays approach, and as the COVID19 pandemic still rages across the
United States and the world, my prayers and hopes remain the same as they were this
past Pesach: That just as our forefathers in Egypt were miraculously redeemed from
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slavery to freedom, that we will all be speedily delivered from the COVID19 plague,
that those who have been stricken will be healed swiftly and completely, and that next
year all peoples around the globe will celebrate our holidays in peace, in freedom, and
in good health - together.
Shana Tova U’Metuka
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MEZUZAH POWER
Barbara Ladin Fisher

I love the idea that Hashem is always watching over us, and appreciate that we have the
mitzvah of putting up mezzuzas on our homes, with the holy words of Shema inside. I have
read many amazing stories about the protection of mezzuzas, and the following are two
stories that I know about from this community.
Story #1
This incident happened a number of years ago, before we had an alarm system. Upon
returning home from a shopping trip, as we entered our house through the kitchen
door, we knew almost immediately that someone had broken into our home. In shock,
I remembered that I had left my wedding ring on the window ledge above the sink
while making challah. Now it was gone. Some of my plants that had been on a nearby
shelf had been overturned and our sink was full of soil. We could tell that the thief had
come in through our kitchen window. As we looked around, we saw that some of our
electronics had also been taken. We felt violated and unnerved but were thankful that
it had occurred when we were not at home.
Soon after, our son Jonathan suggested, “You should check the mezuzza in the kitchen.”
We said, “Okay”, but we were a bit skeptical. It would be a challenge to remove our
largest, most beautiful, intricately designed silver mezuzza case without scratching
it. But we located some tools and proceeded to take down that mezuzah. We were
amazed when we opened up the case and there was no parchment inside! Of course we
purchased a new, kosher parchment right away, and were careful to have our mezzuzas
checked after that.
Story #2
Decades ago, dear friends Bob, z”l, and Nancy Siegel, along with their four children,
had made the decision to move from the Oak Grove area of Atlanta and buy a house
in Toco Hills and become Shomer Shabbos. It was a huge decision and they were very
excited about it. The only thing holding up their move was the fact that they needed to
first sell their current home. But there seemed to be no buyers.
Months went by, and still there was no interest. One day, a friend called and asked
Bob an interesting question. “Bob, did you ever put up those mezzuzas you bought last
year?” The answer was, “No”. Well, Bob decided to put up those mezzuzas and by the
end of that week a buyer came and agreed to buy their house. The house they had fallen
in love with was still available, and they soon moved to Burton Drive. Our community
was blessed by their presence for many years, after which they made aliya.
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THE GREAT TURN OVER
Yaeli Pollock and Shira Golding

“Can somebody get me down?!”
“Is everybody ok? Is everybody ok?”
That’s what we heard from the front of the car.
It was Thanksgiving break and we took our siblings and one of their friends on a trip to
SkyZone. We had a great time and were driving home in a nine-seater Suburban. As we
merged onto the highway, we admired the sunset, pointing out its beautiful colors, noshing,
listening to music, and talking about our day. I texted my mother, “Hi! We had a great time
:) on our way back.” We were in the express lane and making good time; we would be home
soon. Then we saw a car about 100 feet ahead. His blinker was on, so he seemed to think it
reasonable to come to a full stop on the highway until he got into his preferred lane (don’t
try this at home). To some of us passengers, what happened next seemed like an eternity, and
to others, it seemed like seconds.
Shira slammed on the brakes, trying to stop the 5,000lb vehicle on a dime. We swerved a
little, hit the cement median and then part of the car in front of us. Then we bounced off
the wall and swung out a bit. “Don’t worry,” we told the kids, “we’re okay.” And then our
oversized Suburban gently and unceremoniously tipped over onto its side. The boys in the
back immediately thought of everyone else. They called out, “Is everybody okay?”
The people driving behind us stopped to help. They climbed up and knocked on the driver’s
window, which was on the top of the car, attempting to open that door and get us out, but
the door was too heavy to lift. We unbuckled, and then three-year-old Dovy called out in
a high-pitched voice, “Can someone get me down?!” He was the only one screaming. He
might have been justified though, seeing as he was still buckled in his booster seat, hanging
toward the “top” side of the car. Heart racing, and stifling a nervous giggle (the scene was
so unreal!), I carefully unbuckled him and lowered him down. We walked on the doors and
shattered windows towards the back of the car where someone had opened the rear gates for
us. We filed out, nine people aged twenty-one and under, all alive, calm, and so incredibly
GRATEFUL! We recited mizmor l’soda without consulting each other. It just seemed like
the natural response.
We stared at the underside of the car, the only side we could see from our angle, and were
overcome again by an overwhelming sense of emotion and gratitude. Hashem did a nes
(miracle) for us, and He did it in the most incredible way. Sometimes we wonder why people
are grateful for these types of things. After all, it was Hashem who made the car crash in
the first place. But we know that, for whatever reason, there was meant to be a serious car
crash. It had to happen, and Hashem, in His infinite mercy, decided to orchestrate it in
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the kindest and most loving way possible. He arranged that the people driving behind us
should stop and open the rear gate for us immediately so that we would not have to wait in
the car (which would have been terrifying). He arranged that no one crashed into our car
as we bounced. He ordered perfect weather for us so that we would not be too cold while
standing on the highway. He arranged that the gate had double barn doors, which made it
possible to open them even with the car on its side. He arranged that the police should arrive
immediately so that we did not have to stand on the highway in danger without a police car
blocking the lane. He arranged that the worst injury was a cut on Yonah’s arm, which Baruch
Hashem healed nicely. He arranged that the car’s structure should stay mostly intact so that
it did not cave in on us too far. He arranged that an observant child took note of the name
of the towing company so we could reclaim all our belongings from the junkyard (which
was very helpful, as the policeman gave us the incorrect name of the towing company). He
arranged that the kids remained calm and that we were all able to respond well in a scary
situation.
It was all a matnas chinam (undeserved gift) and we are so thankful. We are incredibly
humbled knowing that Hashem decided to grant us more time in this world. We hope to
utilize the gift of life to bring awareness of Hashem’s constant, loving involvement in each of
our lives. Many of us get used to the smaller daily nisim we call nature, but this event shows
Hashem’s involvement undeniably. Soon after our accident, we had the unique opportunity
to bentch Gomel, which says, “You are the Source of blessing, Hashem, our G-d, King of
the universe Who rewards the undeserving with goodness, and Who has bestowed every
goodness upon me.”

Postscript: We both felt that the accident helped us have more kavanah (focus) when reciting
the bracha of Modim in Shemoneh Esrei, which is all about thanking Hashem for His endless
kindness. In an effort to keep this inspiration and gratitude alive, we created “Modim cards”.
On the cards are some points to ponder and explanations for the meaning of the words of
Modim which we compiled from various sources. We have found that it is a good companion
to have in our siddurim to reference while reciting Modim, and that it has helped us keep
that focus. The cards are available, free of charge, for whoever wants. Please contact us if you
are interested in having one: yaelipollock@gmail.com or shiragolding98@gmail.com.
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I DON’T WANT TO DIE, I
JUST WANT TO RIDE MY
MOTORCYCLE
David Kayser

Hashem tells us in Parshas Nitzavim, “I have placed before you today life and death,
blessing and curse. Choose life!” Do we need a command to choose life? How would
we stumble if we weren’t told to choose life?
One day during self-quarantine, while waiting for the test results to come back, I cried
out in the middle of davening, “I don’t want to die!” and my mind dug up the rest of a
silly verse from an old song, “I just want to ride my motorcycle.” Immediately I said to
myself and Hashem, “No, I don’t want to ride my motorcycle.” I never even owned a
motorcycle. That wasn’t the reason I wanted to live, so what was? It certainly was not to
eat, drink and be merry. I was in a goofy mood (after davening), so I tried some verses
of my own.
I don’t want to die, I just want to...
...try that new potato chip; or be able to invite others, especially my in-laws, to share a
Shabbos or Yom Tov meal again.
...get one of those 797 horsepower Dodge Challengers in bright yellow with black stripes; or
be able to use the car I have and give rides to people again.
...live for me; or live to serve others.
...the economy to recover so that I don’t have as much to worry about; or have emunah and
bitachon in Hashem, no matter the circumstances around us.
...be able to relax; or help someone with a difficult task or give my time to a worthy cause or
institution.
...to daven where, when and what I want to (if I even want to in the first place); or be among
the first ten to arrive in Shul every morning, afternoon and evening.
...look at anything and everything I want to look at; or to serve Hashem with my eyes, too!
...read and watch whatever I wish; or fill my head with Torah (which I truly enjoy).
...be alone; or spend time with my family and friends.
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...hear some lashon hara or some secular music; or listen to another shiur.
...more “free” trips around the sun; or review my learning so much that I can actually
remember and know it!
...live like an American/Eisav; or fulfill my true purpose and help bring the final redemption,
so all will know on that day that Hashem is One and His name is One!
In Parshas Yisro, before the Torah is given to the Jewish People, Hashem tells us, “And
you will be to Me a kingdom of Kohanim and a holy people…” We become His holy
people when we choose life.
Ruth and her sister Orpah were each given the same choice to make. Orpah chose the
motorcycle and Ruth chose life. Acher and Elazar ben Dudai were each given the same
choice to make. Acher chose the motorcycle and Rabbi Elazar ben Dudai chose life.
We are all facing that same choice today. Hashem is waiting. Will it be the motorcycle
or life?
May we all choose life as He intended and be granted life to live up to our potential
and serve Hashem and His people.
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HASHEM HEARS
EVERY WORD
Beryl & Debbie Cohen

BERYL (aka Brett) : Eric and Elaine Gerstenfeld ran kiruv Shabbaton camping trips
for many years. I went on a few, and Debbie had been on a few, but we were never
on the same one. On one of those camping trips, I was making steam-powered cork
cannons out of wine bottles in the motzei Shabbos campfire. Eric and Elaine thought
I was quite the “entertaining” guy and began to discuss who they could possibly set
me up with. Which girl did they know who would appreciate my antics and humor...?
Debbie!
DEBBIE: I received a phone call from Eric asking me if I would be interested in
meeting Brett. Somewhat burnt out from the dating scene, I unenthusiastically
responded, “sure,” hung up, and went about my business, promptly forgetting the phone
call. Then about three weeks later, I was returning from a Judaics class on a Sunday
morning on the Upper West Side of NYC. As I was walking to the subway, I heard
Jewish music blasting. I made my way toward the music and it was a live band playing
on 79th street in front of the Carlebach Shul. There was a hachnosas sefer Torah taking
place and the street was blockaded off to allow the crowd to dance with the Torah.
BERYL: I was also on the Upper West Side skateboarding around and handing out
offer letters to doormen with a promise of a finder’s fee for a lead on an apartment. I
thought moving from the Middle East (36th & 3rd) to the Upper West Side would
increase my chances of marriage. I had also heard the music, and made my way toward
it.
DEBBIE: I was taking in the scene when I saw a girlfriend friend of mine. We
schmoozed for a bit, and then she offered to walk me to the subway. As we wound our
way through the crowd, she said “There’s a friend of mine (Brett), I’m going to quickly
say hi”. I stood behind her as she chatted to Brett. She didn’t bother to introduce us, so
Brett and I just kind of snuck glances and smiles at each other over her shoulder. We
then parted and went our separate ways.
BERYL: As I skateboarded away from this unknown future wife of mine, I got a page
on my beeper (this was 1997), it was Eric Gerstenfeld from the camping Shabbatons.
I made my way to a pay phone and called him. He apologized for taking so long but
he wanted to give me that girl’s name and phone number that he mentioned to me
weeks ago. I wrote it down and tucked it into my pocket and made my way back to my
apartment. But before embarking on another shidduch, I had to find out who that cute
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girl was that I had almost just met.
As soon as I walked in the door of my apartment, I called the best friend of the girl
I had been talking to, the one who hadn’t introduced us. I asked, “Who was that girl
with your friend today outside the Carlebach Shul?” I went on to describe her and she
said that it was probably Debbie Schwartz. “No way!” I exclaimed, “Debbie Schwartz?!
I just got her name and number from Eric!” I hung up, tried to calm down, and called
Debbie. I said, “You don’t know me, but I know you.” We had our first date the next day.
Of all the amazing things that happened that day, the one that sticks with me always
is the power of speech and Hashem’s kindness. I had been doing the Upper West
Side shidduch scene, complete with Rebbetzin Jungreis’ talks and events, for about a
year or two. Each shidduch was always prefaced with a stellar resume and a high level
of confidence about how great the match would be. I had often said to my friends
after a date, “I wonder if I had met this girl in the street, without being told about
her wonderful personality, middos, and background, would I have been interested in
her?” I didn’t literally mean “the street”, it was just an expression. But those were my
words. Hashem took me literally. Just five minutes before my shidduch was officially
made by Eric, Hashem lined it all up perfectly. I met Debbie in the middle of 79th
Street (at a Torah dedication, just for added proof that it was from shamayim) and yes,
I was definitely interested in her. Eleven months later we were married. And I’m still
interested in her, especially in the middle of the street.
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TALES OUT OF SHUL
Hunter McGhee

The shul without a clock has become the shul without a flock
A mechitza once missing
now stands alone
The people who hid her
The new people who love her
Are now long gone
They sit at home
alone
Tales out of shul
Are all we have left
2020
People hate you
But I may not
I may take you with me even when you’re gone
I saw my girls
and I watched them grow
I thought we would break.
My thoughts were
so.
low.
But we bent!
We changed course and found something new
We lost a world
Without loosing us too
I’m proud of us
And I’m proud of you
We should probably pause to cry
For what was BEFORE
Bubby
Spring
School
Graduation
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Camp
Summer
Library
The *hug* of a friend
These memories are warm
And BIG
They fill us with longing in ways that before
they never did
I’ll be present when I see these old friends
again
I’ll hold them tight.
I’ll let them settle in
We’ll tell tales together and remember
when.
2020 you didn’t break us
Like you thought you would
you took away our illusions of
Health
Jobs
CONTROL
You rained on our distanced gatherings
Made them dark and grey
You made our loneliness palpable
You pushed our friends away
But we learned to drive!
We walked with friends six feet away
We laughed in the graduation rain
Stuck tassels in our pockets
Turned and walked away
We found sun in the backyard
And sat in chairs all day!
We laughed and laughed at the Seder
We ate cheesecake
We sat on the floor
We held our heads high
While we lost loves
We honored their life’s glow
We held on while letting go
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2020 I don’t hate you
But I don’t want you back.
I hope that I take good things with me
I hope that you’ll be there too.
I hope we’ll sit together one day
In backyards with golden beams streaming
down
And laugh while we pull out memories of
silly little things
That really weren’t so silly at all
That kept us together while we watched
things fall.
Tales out of shul
Once they followed us out
Let’s invite them back in.

FOOD TESHUVA
Robin Saul

I went to school to become an authority on nutrition and superior health. My dream was
to work in a retreat spa setting teaching clients how to set realistic goals to obtain and
maintain optimal health through nutrition and activity. Although I ate lots of vegetables
and fruit, I also ate many fatty foods and other foods that didn’t support my health.
Physical activity was in fits and starts, but nothing lasting.
Suddenly and unexpectedly in 2000, I was diagnosed with ulcerative colitis, an
inflammatory auto-immune disease of the colon with no known cause or cure. For 17
years I took drugs - sometimes 20 pills daily - and intravenous medication to control my
disease. I had many hard years of pain and discomfort between times of remission. Being
truly comfortable in a body that worked properly was elusive, seemingly unreachable. I
wanted a shot at strong and healthy but couldn’t find the path.
In 2016, I went to a nutrition conference for continuing medical education that changed
my life, and I met people who became a support for lifestyle change. I did food teshuva.
My repentance consisted of water fasting and a re-education of nutrition that was unlike
how nutrition was taught in my dietetic internship. Instead of learning to treat disease, I
learned how to support health. I mentally resolved never (to the best of my ability) to
repeat the sins that put me in that place of disease and darkness. I did a medically
supervised water fast for seven days that coincided with Chanukah, and I imagined each
night’s candle as chasing away the darkness of disease. After the water fast, I transitioned
to a whole foods plant-exclusive diet free from salt, oil, sugar, alcohol, and gluten. This
sounds so radical, but the medical procedures to “treat” disease are pretty radical, too.
For the most part, I was very motivated to keep eating healthy food, staying active, getting
quality sleep, and reducing stress. Today, baruch Hashem, I take no drugs and my colon is
healthy with no sign of disease. I am filled with immense gratitude that I am strong and
healthy and G-d willing I will continue to stay free of disease.
I don’t know if I will ever work in that spa atmosphere, but I still enjoy teaching others and
my kitchen environment has become entrenched in optimal health. Decisions I make on
a daily basis keep me in that healthy place. My husband Art is not only supportive, but
claims to be “collateral damage” of my healthy cooking since he gets to enjoy the good
stuff. too. It isn’t about being perfect on a diet, but about thinking as I bless my food if the
food will support my health or negatively impact it. I hope my teshuva has been accepted,
but of course the need to stay diligent remains in my hands.
This Rosh Hashana, do teshuva - repent in spirit and repent in the kitchen not to repeat
last year’s sins of putting food in your mouth that doesn’t support health. Guard and give
thought to what goes INTO your mouth and the words that come OUT of your mouth.
Make kindness count.
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YOU NEVER KNOW
PART II
Chantza Lawrence

Everything is beshert, controlled by Hashem - we just don’t always see the bracha as it
happens. It’s also important to realize if Hashem brings you to it, He’ll get you through
it.
In the 1990’s we lived in New Jersey and went to the Yeshiva University book sale,
where I liked to stock up for the year for my Shabbos reading. I saw a book called,
“Tales Out Of Shul” by a Rabbi Emanuel Feldman. I never heard of him before, but
read the blurb, bought it, read it, and liked it a lot. Little did I know what an effect the
book and Rabbi Feldman would have on my life.
Fast forward ten years. My daughter and son-in-law were looking for an affordable
home in an established Jewish community - not so easy to find. Her high school friend,
a resident of Toco Hills, suggested she come to Atlanta and spend Shabbos with them.
They could look at houses, interview for jobs and get a feel for the community. They
liked what they saw, found a house and both were offered jobs. Of all the places to
choose to live, Hashem chose Atlanta for them. Since I had read Rabbi Feldman’s
book, I felt a lot more comfortable about the community my daughter was moving to.
Fast forward seven more years to 2013. My husband retired, and we decided to move
to Atlanta. It was not an easy decision as we also have a daughter in Florida. But it
was obvious once we decided to move to Atlanta that it was the right move, because
Hashem guided us every step of the way.
My husband started emptying our attic which had 33 years worth of boxes - a
gargantuan task made easier by Hashem. One day during this attic cleanout, he parked
on the street (which he rerely did) and went out to the car to retrieve something. A
woman drove by and asked for directions, and after pointing her in the right direction,
he jokingly told her that if she was interested, he had a ton of stuff in the attic that she
could take away. This woman just happened to be a collector of vintage items, which
she renovates and resells. She agreed to take it all away for us. This was another bracha
from Hashem.
The next step was selling our home. After asking around, I got the same realtor name
from five different people - so that was an easy choice. This realtor told me the house
needed work, which I already knew, but didn’t know who to hire - and she knew just
the team to take care of everything - painting, sanding, staining, etc. All we had to do
was pay the bill, she arranged it all. Another bracha. Once the house was fixed up, we
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had an open house which over 30 families attended. The agent said she has never seen
so many people at an open house, and it sold that evening for more than our asking
price. What a relief - and another bracha.
After we moved, it took us a year to find a home in Atlanta, but it was just what we
wanted - Baruch Hashem. Trusting Hashem is very empowering, because we know
He’s involved with everything and takes care of us. He puts us where we’re supposed to
be. In our case, we’re supposed to be here in Atlanta, part of this wonderful community!
So what’s the point of my story? Sometimes we can influence Hashem’s decisions by
how we behave. The only things we control are the words coming out of our mouths,
our actions, and how we treat people. Since we became more religious in the 80’s we
tried to improve our all around behavior. We began to regularly give tzedaka, daven,
say tehillim, study Torah, and try to be more aware of people’s feelings and needs. Our
hishtadlus - efforts - to improve our behavior, led to seeing more positive outcomes of
potentially challenging situations in our lives.

DARKNESS AND LIGHT
Bev Fermon

Harav Meshulem Halevi Jungreis, z”l, beloved husband of Rebbetzin Esther Jungreis,
z”l, related this story to the first words of Tehillim 27: “The Lord is my light.”
Once there was a cave who only knew darkness. He was so curious about what light
was that he stepped out into the sunshine and found himself surrounded by shimmering
light. He was speechless with the beauty. When he found his voice he blurted out,
“Hello, Sunshine. I have never seen light before. I like it very much.” He paused to
think and then added, “ Would you like to visit me in my cave and see the darkness?”
“Oh, yes,” said the light. “I have never seen darkness. I would love to see it.”
So the sunshine stepped into the cave and looked around. “Where is the darkness?”
Light asked. “I don’t see the darkness.”
As we begin the new year, may each of us merit to be the light.
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PRACTICE MAKES
(ALMOST) PERFECT: A
COVID19 REFLECTION
Sandra Kaplan

It was only a few weeks before Pesach when we were told by the Atlanta Rabbis that
we would not be able to join our children for the holiday. We have not made Pesach for
ourselves in over 20 years. We always go to our children who live close to Beth Jacob.
In fact, we have spent just about every Shabbos and Yom Tov at their house for the last
two decades! I had no idea what I was supposed to do. I had nothing that I could use
for Pesach - no pots, pans, utensils, or dishes, which meant I did not even have a way
to cook food. What could I do at such late notice?
That was when my daughter called to tell me that she would take care of everything we
would need for Pesach. She brought pans of food for the entire holiday, matzah, wine,
all the Seder paraphernalia, disposable plates and utensils, pots, and pans. I self-cleaned
the oven, but didn’t do anything to kasher the stove, and that is how I found myself
with a pot of boiling soup that had been heated up in the oven, and no ladle to serve it
with. I ended up using a plastic teaspoon to serve the soup into our styrofoam bowls!
At least I had something to laugh about…
We made numerous mistakes with the lights, hot water, and other things, but at least
we had plenty of food for all the meals…and then some!
What a wonderful, organized daughter and son-in-law we are blessed to have!
Throughout the entire pandemic, they have been providing for us - if not full meals challah, fish, dessert, and assorted produce. We are so grateful.
With each Shabbos, we learn from our past mistakes and do less and less incorrectly.
It takes plenty of practice (and many notes and reminders), but we remember now to
cover the light switches, tape the fridge, freezer, and oven lights, cover the hot water
faucets, and have all the food prepared. It has taken months, and we may still mess up
occasionally, but we are definitely getting the hang of it.
People say there’s a silver lining to every cloud. For us, it’s a greater appreciation of our
grown children and all they do for us, and learning to prepare for Shabbos on our own.
May this all be over very soon, so we can go back to relying on our very knowledgeable
and giving family!
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THE FISH
Barbara A. Pinsky

This poem was written in praise and thanks after a complete recovery from open heart
surgery at Piedmont Hospital in February, 2019.
The fish dives into the water
like iridescent quicksilver, splitting a moment in time,
A child’s eyes spontaneously well up with tears,
The raindrops hang momentarily on the tall branch,
A bird alights into space and vanishes,
The colt survives a tumultuous birth and
bravely stands on his four legs, grabbing hold of life.
Inexplicable life flashes by momentarily
cause and effect and reason do not propel the events
G-d’s presence prevails; life flourishes.
Shattered souls and bodies miraculously heal;
Caterpillars create themselves into butterflies
invisible to our eyes
and take flight into a world of their own
comforting design
whimsical purpose defines their beings,
a congregation of identical butterflies
create nature’s perplexing harmony.
Rain hits the steamy pavement during a sun shower
suddenly turning into a soft suspended mist;
children run to play and sing
a cherished, happy memory of rare intensity
an eternally optimistic reversalof nature’s events.
These are experiences creating a universal
order of spontaneous spiritual dimension.
Happening moments know no boundaries
G-d’s presence prevails.
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CLINGING TO THE TREE
OF LIFE
Pam Williams

On Shabbat morning, I’m up early to walk our dogs, Huck and Kobe. I try to get to
shul starting with the Torah service. I love being enveloped in the warmth of our main
sanctuary. The wooden rotunda with high up windows that bring in natural light gives
me a sense of security and peace. My favorite part of the Shabbat morning service is
when the Torah is placed back in the ark and we all sing “Etz Chaim He.” I get chills
every time. I truly feel that our congregation is one at that moment and that our voices
rise up to G-d. I like to think that G-d also loves that part of our service. How I have
missed that moment during the pandemic!
It was heartbreaking to see Beth Jacob’s doors close for the quarantine. Were we going
to find ways to connect to G-d and to each other? Was this how our ancestors felt
when the Temple was destroyed? When would we return?
Was it only at the end of February when I joined my sister-in-law Linda to visit Matt
and Amy in Irvine, and flew up to San Francisco to sightsee?
Some people were wearing face masks in San Francisco. At the airport on our way back
to Atlanta, there was a group of high school students from China wearing face masks
as they started their long flight home. Linda and I empathized that they were heading
home into a whirlwind of the Coronavirus.
Just two weeks later, we were in that whirlwind as the United States went into
quarantine. Places of worship, schools and businesses physically shut down. Curfews
were set up. We were only permitted to do essential shopping. Many people, health
compromised, began to use grocery delivery services. Some days, the only vehicle we
saw on the roads was a delivery truck. Our lives were built around stopping the spread
of the virus. Life as we knew it had completely changed.
Many of our older children had returned home to shelter in place rather than stay in
tiny apartments in bigger cities. We fashioned offices in our homes and ordered faster
internet so our students could continue their classes, and we could work from home.
Our youngest son Josh couldn’t believe he was completing his college degree in his
childhood bedroom with his old dog Kobe. Yet, in the turmoil, we found ourselves
enjoying each other’s company at a time we never expected to be together. We even
figured out a way to be with our son Ben by sitting outside at a social distance.
Jack, the kids and I, and our community welcomed our first Shabbat without shul. We
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were in the thick of beautiful Spring weather. Families throughout the neighborhood
were not rushing anywhere. They were sitting in lawn chairs and enjoying each other’s
company. Some families ate Shabbat lunches outside. On one of my Huck walking
routes, I saw fathers learning Torah with their sons outside. One neighbor was
chanting the Torah portion. Huck and I stopped to listen. The world slowed down. The
air was cleaner. There were no cars on the roads. The birds were singing and plentiful.
But all was not rosy. People were hospitalized with serious cases of COVID19, and the
death rate was rising. We knew of people in Atlanta and in our own community who
had the virus. The wife of one of Jack’s professor colleagues passed. There were many
people who struggled in our community and beyond. Jobs were terminated. There were
people who could not pay rent or had to choose between paying rent or buying food for
their families. There were foster children who couldn’t stay in their temporary homes.
There were elderly people with no one to rely on. There were even lonelier singles. I
know many of us who prayed and read Tehillim at all hours, contributed to the food
bank, Yad L’Yad, and the American Red Cross, who continued to pay our cleaning
crews, forgive rent from renters. We tried to connect to others less fortunate. I’d like to
think that G-d was pleased with us.
One Friday afternoon in the beginning of our quarantine, I heard what sounded
like an ice cream truck, evoking the delight of summer days as a child. As I listened
closer, I heard the truck broadcasting Jewish music. It was Rabbi Feldman and Rabbi
Foxbrunner in Avi Tate’s work truck, an amazing effort coordinated by Rabbi Yaakov
Haller, with the assistance of Junior Butler. The Rabbis were wishing everyone “Good
Shabbos!” The next Friday afternoon, the non-Jewish Emory graduate students who
live across the street were out in their yard to wave to the Rabbis as were the young
children who live on the end of our street.
The following week, Josh, age 23, was playing basketball with our son Nate, age 25, in
the driveway when the Shabbos truck drove by. Josh raced into the house and shouted
“they’re here!” I was transported back in time enjoying his excitement as a little boy
greeting our neighbors, Jewish and non-Jewish, with “Good Shabbos.” We FaceTimed
my parents, Fran and David Salsburg, holed up in their 19th floor apartment in Atlanta,
to enjoy the Shabbos truck. And we FaceTimed our oldest son Matt in California to
experience the commitment of our Rabbis to their congregants and community.
For our grandson Emmett’s zoom Brit Milah in June, Matt and Amy asked the four
grandparents to give blessings. I was the only grandparent who gave a blessing in
person as I had flown out to Irvine to lend a hand after Amy’s difficult labor. As much
as Amy’s parents and Jack ached to be with us, Amy’s Mom was, thank G-d, recovering
from a cancer treatment, and Amy’s Dad stayed with her. Jack’s jobs were essential. I
prayed that Emmett connect positively with people throughout his life. Connection is
the super power we need during the pandemic. Over the last months, our community
has used various means to connect with each the Shabbos music truck, reaching out to
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older members, running errands for those who need a hand, and moving services and
classes to Zoom so we could stay inspired and connected.
After Rabbi Feldman’s first zoom sermon, I was reminded of a tv show I loved to watch
when I was a young girl. The Waltons was based on the life of the writer, Earl Hammer,
in rural Virginia during the Great Depression. The show started in 1972 when I was
12 years old and lasted nine seasons. The most endearing part of the show for me was
how each episode ended. The camera panned in at night time on a two story farmhouse
with a big front porch. The audio the audience heard was every member of the family
wishing each other “good night.” “Good night Mama.” “Good night John Boy.” “Good
night Ellen” and so on.
Many of Rabbi Feldman’s Friday zoom sermons host over 60 people. At first people
were shy, then week by week many finished the virtual meeting by wishing Rabbi
Feldman Good Shabbos.
“Good Shabbos to you and Miriam from New York.”
“Good Shabbos from New Jersey.”
“Good Shabbos from California.”
“Good Shabbos from Christmas Lane.”
“Good Shabbos number 1047!” says Mira, counting the Shabbats that she has been
Shomer Shabbat.
My heart is warmed by this outpouring of love.
Our shul is more than just a wooden rotunda, and bricks and mortar. I believe we have
connected to G-d and to each other during this time. And I am grateful.
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PRECIOUS MOMENTS, AKA
MITZVAH GORERES MITZVAH
Dr. Rivkah Eidex

Having a child with severe autism means being used to mass destruction at any
moment. Ask me how I know!
When my son Effie was at home, my other four children learned from young ages
that everything we owned was to be regarded as temporary. It was that bad.
When the situation hit crisis proportion and I could not manage my beloved boy on
my own any longer, a few people in the community helped me set up a fundraiser to
raise money to send Effie to a care home and to help us recover as a family. Rabbi
Feldman also put into place as part of his discretionary fund a designation for Effie
so that donors could send tzedakah to Beth Jacob and earmark it for my son, who
was, is, and always will be, according to halachic standards, a choleh. It was only
through these acts of chesed and tzedakah by this community that was I able to put
my life and my home back together and get Effie safely and successfully placed in
Bancroft, a residential school in New Jersey, where he continues to live and thrive.
Since I think it would be impossible to ever explain or demonstrate the extent of my
gratitude toward this community for all they did to help me and my family in our
time of need, I decided some time ago that a great way to do so would be by simply
committing to a life of paying it forward.
A few months ago, Rabbi’s secretary called me and said that she’d found a little bit of
money still left in that old discretionary account earmarked for Effie. I said to her,
“Please put that money back into Beth Jacob. Thank G-d I am on my own two feet
now, thanks to this community who lifted me when I needed it.” There was silence.
She replied that she would have to check with Rabbi Ilan about it, because that was
not usually how it’s done. We hung up and I promptly forgot all about the conversation.
One day, I was reading posts on one of my online autism support groups and saw a
frantic posting from one of my fellow autism moms, a woman in New England. Her
post depicted her living room curio display cabinet – overturned - its contents
shattered all over the floor. This was her Precious Moments collection left to her by
her grandmother who died in 1996. (“Precious Moments” are collectible ceramic
figurines made to look like children, or sometimes little cherubs. Although not the
most Jewish thing, they are very cute.) Knowing how fragile they are, and knowing
her son, she had become afraid of this very thing, so she had decided to pack them
away for safekeeping. She was about to start on that project, and, in the few minutes
it took her to leave the room to retrieve another box, she heard the crash. Thankfully
it did not land on her son, because it would have undoubtedly injured him badly - or
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even worse. Nevertheless, she posted this message stating that, while fully aware it was
“just” a material possession, she was still devastated – not only because this collection
had sentimental value – but also because it underscored for her the actual harsh reality
of what she was living with.
Reading this post and looking at the pictures, I felt a visceral reaction fueled by posttraumatic flashbacks. How vividly I recall the drop in the pit of my stomach upon
entering a room and finding everything in it completely destroyed, or a room totally
trashed, or just a huge, huge mess that would take hours to clean (and sometimes not
even knowing how to begin cleaning it, depending on what it was). I had to do
something for this mom who was a stranger to me, yet a sister to me.
I asked her how she’d feel about me doing a “Precious Moments drive.” I had no idea
if it would work, but she agreed it would be worth a try and she was hopeful. I
immediately put out an “APB” on all of my networks (including an online Precious
Moments Collectors and Trade Group that I found!) requesting donations of these
figurines for this mom, and that they be sent to me and I would make a care-package
and forward them on.
Be careful what you ask for!
Before I knew it, packages started arriving from all over the country! People locally
dropped off cartons full. Others gave me addresses for porch pick-ups and I drove all
over metro Atlanta gathering them. By the time I had around 72 of these figurines, I
had to ask donors to PLEASE stop sending them to me, but rather, just send them
directly to the mom, because I was inundated. In no time, she started getting them and
she messaged me saying, “Oh my! It’s better than Christmas! Every day more show
up!” Never in my wildest dreams did I think something so small could end up being
so big!
But, the next problem… how to get 72 fragile figurines to New England?
With trepidation, I took this huge box to the UPS Store in Toco Hills. I explained to
the clerk what I was doing and why. He was very touched and said he’d package them
extra carefully and discount me as much as he possibly could. He did, and I was very
grateful. Still, the cost of shipping it was a little daunting and definitely a budgetstretch (it weighed 30 pounds!) But I told myself, “It’s a chesed and it’s an act of
kindness to pay forward some of the chesed that was done for me,” and I knew it was
true.
When I returned home from the UPS Store, there was an envelope that had just
arrived in the mail. It was from Beth Jacob. I could not imagine what it might be.
Inside was that check from the Rabbi’s Fund that I had forgotten all about. The
amount was not quite – but almost to the dollar - the cost of shipping that package.
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I’LL BE SEEING YOU
Allen H. Lipis

For the last few days, I have been haunted by a song that just showed up in my head.
The melody is so beautiful and the lyrics so lovely and so full of longing that I had to
see the movie in which the song fits the story.
The song is “I’ll be Seeing You,” written by Irving Kahal and Sammy Fain:
I’ll be seeing you in all the old familiar places
That this heart of mine embraces all day through
In that small cafe, the park across the way
The children’s carousel, the chestnut trees, the wishing well
I’ll be seeing you in every lovely summer’s day
In everything that’s light and gay
I’ll always think of you that way
I’ll find you in the morning’ sun
And when the night is new
I’ll be looking at the moon
But I’ll be seeing you
When I sing those lyrics, it tells me that I am saying goodbye to someone I know,
when I am not sure when or whether I will see that person again. But it is more than
that. It is a love song, a hurt inside for a longing to be with a person you love greatly,
and a desperate feeling that the picture you have of the one you love will never be
seen again. And so the memory lingers on in the morning sun and continues even
with the evening moon.
The song popped into my head as I attended the bar mitzvah of my grandson in
Berlin early this year. So many family members and friends came, and it was such a
beautiful time to enjoy being with so many of them, knowing full well that many are
getting older and live far away from my home in Atlanta. Who knows if I will ever
see some of them again?
Just this morning, my daughter sent me a gorgeous picture of my three children
together at the bar mitzvah in a single pose, and I know that their smiling, beautiful
faces all together in the photo will be all I have to look at for some time to come,
although I do see one of them regularly.
We live each day talking to only a few people in our lives. If you miss the ones you
love, make it a point to talk to them often and see them in person as often as you can.
Don’t miss out on any celebration. If you are committed to attend a funeral, then
certainly you should be more committed to attend a simcha. You may have a
wonderful memory of times past, but It doesn’t measure up to living in the present.
The bottom line: Embrace your memories, but it is much better to make new ones.
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Life, Loss, & Legacies
ABOUT BETSY KAPLAN, Z”L
Jacquie Hirsch

Betsy Kaplan died a month ago. Perhaps many of you saw the Beth Jacob bulletin notice,
and not knowing her, it may not have made an impression. That’s understandable. But
when I heard the news about Betsy, I couldn’t stop crying. Knowing how deeply her
death affected me, Rabbi Tendler asked me to write about her in Shema Koleinu.
Most of our Beth Jacob members, young and old, know about Rabbi Emanuel and
Estelle Feldman, who as a young, newly-married couple came to Beth Jacob in the
early 50’s. Beth Jacob had several shomrei Shabbos - who were all over eighty! So
how did Beth Jacob evolve – what changed? What happened? I think it’s important
to know, because Betsy and her husband George, z”l, single-handedly made all the
difference in Beth Jacob’s fledging years. And while I meant to write specifically about
Betsy, I found myself including George in all that I was writing about her.
George and Betsy were not Shomer Shabbos. They were members of a very Reform
congregation, The Temple, and were very popular among the young set. Betsy was
an accomplished pianist and George was a very good tennis player. It was through
tennis that he met Rabbi Emanuel, an equally good tennis player. George had a law
degree, loved philosophy and found great conversations with Rabbi Feldman as they
became tennis buddies. Through their friendship with the Feldmans, George and
Betsy gradually changed their lifestyle – from non-observant, non-kosher to a truly
Orthodox couple when that was not the popular, normal thing in town. And through
them, Beth Jacob began to grow.
At the Bar Mitzvah of their son Jonathan, z”l, I recall Rabbi Emanuel Feldman’s words
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about George and Betsy. Paraphrasing somewhat, Rabbi Feldman said that a rabbi can
“preach” from the pulpit about the beauty of observant Judaism, about Shabbos, kashrut,
but until one family comes along and changes their way of life, it can fall on deaf ears.
Well, this one family was the Kaplans. People began to question how they could have
completely turned their lives around, including losing many of their friends who simply
couldn’t understand what happened to them, especially since they were living the “good
life.” My late husband Ben, z’l, and I were the beneficiaries of their new lifestyle – and
we were among others who eventually began to follow suit. And from there on, the die
was cast! Other questioning congregants began to investigate “what was this all about.”
Our first Torah learning was at George and Betsy’s house, along with three or four other
couples, with Rabbi Emanuel teaching.
On my last trip to Israel in 2019, I called Betsy and left a message on her answering
machine. I mention that because much later Betsy returned my call, apologizing for
not returning it earlier but explaining, “It’s Rosh Chodesh and you know how long the
davening is.”
I fortunately was able to visit Betsy and while going through shared memories together,
I was strengthened because of the faithful woman she was and how she had remained
strong in her beliefs, despite the many family tragedies in her life. So when she died, I
cried and cried. I felt a painful loss of someone who had shared so much with us as the
“youngsters” at Beth Jacob.
I write this because I feel it so important to remember how our congregation grew to
be what it is today and to whom we all owe a tremendous hakarat ha’tov. I am tearing as
I write this – memories are strong. And to you, Betsy Kaplan, I say thank you. You are
loved…
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WE’RE IN THIS TOGETHER:
A TRIBUTE TO FRED GERCHIKOV
AND ARIK REKHELMAN
Helen Gerchikov

I got the phone call on the drive to my father-in-law’s funeral. As soon as I saw my
brother’s number on the caller ID, I knew the news wasn’t going to be good. My own
father was in hospice care following a debilitating stroke a few weeks ago, and the only
way my brother would be calling now was to tell me that it was over. I was right, my
father and my father-in-law were both nifter on the same day.
The next few days were a blur of shock and sadness for myself, my husband, and our
children as we attended two funerals - one on Tuesday, the second on Wednesday. Not
to mention the logistics - my father-in-law passed away in Silver Spring, and my father
was in Atlanta. Wonderful friends made sure that we were able to attend both funerals by
purchasing last minute plane tickets for us from Silver Spring to Atlanta. Another dear
friend went out of his way and drove our children through the night so they could make
it on time for my father’s funeral. We were flooded with food in Silver Spring where my
husband sat shiva for one day, and in Atlanta where we both sat shiva. People were so
kind, offering us tremendous comfort. The most common refrain that we heard was, “I
never heard of losing both fathers on the same day. Hashem clearly arranged this, and
you two are meant to experience this together.”
And then life went back to normal, well as normal as could be. It was a huge comfort to
me that my husband was saying Kaddish for his dad and mine at the same time. There
was a certain consolation in both of us being in aveilus together. Our children enjoyed
picking the music in the car with no input from us. The first simcha we had to miss
because we were in aveilus gave us the opportunity to spend time with each other (we
went to Starbucks). We couldn’t attend kiddush at shul or invite a bunch of guests, so our
Shabbosos had a quieter feel. Our first vacation had to be planned around minyanim.
There was a different vibe in the house. But we were in this together.
About four months into our aveilus, the Corona virus hit and everything changed for the
world. Our shul closed and there were no more kiddushes. We had to be socially distant
from everyone. Simchas were limited to Zoom. We were discouraged to invite guests to
our houses for Shabbos. Music was not allowed as the Coroana stretched into the time
of Sefira. Suddenly the world was doing what my husband and I were doing. There was
commiseration. We were in this together.
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One thing was different though - when the shul closed, my husband wasn’t able to say
Kaddish. That threw him for a big loop until he was told, “Hashem arranged this. “ And
that got me thinking. Hashem arranged everything. It was clear from the get go, losing
both fathers on the same day, experiencing everything as a group. Corona coming in the
middle of our year of aveilus. This pandemic could have happened last year or next year,
but it didn’t.
I don’t want to minimize the suffering and loss that some people experienced personally
during the COVID19 pandemic. I’m only talking about the surface level as it affects
our lives. For us, for our family, there was a feeling of strength in numbers, a knowing
reassurance that all of us on some level were going through a similar experience together.
And as has been mentioned at several Zoom classes during this time, the word corona
means crown in latin (and Russian). During this time of Elul, we crown Hashem as our
King, both on a personal level and on a global level. Nowhere has this been clearer than
this year; the year of our avelus, the year of the pandemic.
Hashem is in charge and that is the biggest comfort of all.

Helen Gerchikov with her father, Arik Rekhelman ~ Tova with her grandfather Fred Gerchikov
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IN MEMORY OF SAM SILBIGER, Z”L
Rabbi Yitzchok Tendler

I never expected to meet a hero of the Jewish people while shopping at the DeKalb
Farmers Market. But that’s exactly what happened a few years ago as I was shopping
for a new fruit before Rosh Hashana. That’s when I was targeted for a conversation
on modern Jewish history by Sam Silberger, the first of many in the subsequent years.
Presumably it was my yarmulke that made me a target; if I recall correctly he didn’t even
introduce himself - he just went straight to asking me if I had heard of the Irgun (the
pre-State of Israel underground fighting force led by Menachem Begin). Of course I had
- Menachem Begin’s group of fighters were an incredible force in the Jewish fight against
the British (Begin’s book “The Revolt” is one of the best books on this time period). And
so, standing in the aisle next to various varieties of exotic grapes, I was treated to the first
of many recountings by Sam Silbiger of his colorful life story, one which encompassed the
broad sweep of 20th century Jewish history.
Sam was literally a walking microcosm of modern Jewish history. From the town of
Auschwitz, he survived the Holocaust (though he was interred in camps elsewhere; his
mother and brother were murdered in Auschwitz) and moved on to fight in the Irgun
(or Etzel, as it was also know) before it integrated fully with the general IDF. He was
on the Irgun arms ship Altalena with Menachem Begin; it was fired on by fellow Jews
(killing 16 and destroying thousands of much needed weapons on the eve of the War of
Independence) and brought the Jewish people closer to a civil war than anything that has
happened in modern Jewish history. (See his life story in the Bremen Archives online).
Sam was there, he experienced it first hand. He always had his Irgun commemorative
medal with him, with the faded symbol of the outstretched arm holding a rifle with
“Only Thus” etched on it in Hebrew. Juxtaposing this medal with the number tattooed
on his arm made for an apt symbolism - from hell to independence, from Auschwitz to
Jerusalem. He would talk about fighting in the war of independence in the area of the
Jerusalem neighborhood of Malcha.
Later, after I began working as Executive Director of Beth Jacob, Sam was a frequent
visitor when he would participate in Cafe Europa, JFCS’ Holocaust Survivor program.
He would come into the office and ask to be brought to the memorial plaque bearing
his father’s name. I recall once during the height of our sanctuary renovation, when
everything was in disarray and heavy machinery was being operated, that he came into
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the office demanding to be taken to his father’s plaque. I remember telling him it was a
dangerous active construction zone and that he was in his nineties, and I also remember
that he wasn’t too impressed. “Feel my muscles” he said, and flexed his muscles. He shook
my hand to show off his strong grip. He threatened to simply walk in - he was strong and
he was fearless. Of course I lost that argument. It was only after pleading with him that
he was even reluctantly willing to don a hard hat and weave his way confidently through
the construction zone to “see” his father. We lifted the protective plastic and he proceeded
to do something I had never seen before: he began to kiss the plaque over and over and
over. He literally kissed the plaque ten times in a row (his father Nathan also survived
the Holocaust).
Sam passed away on the fourth day of Pesach, at the age of 96, and due to the pandemic
was buried in a very small ceremony.
Passover is an appropriate time for him to have passed away - more than anyone, Sam
epitomized the passage from the Haggadah that describes how in each generation our
enemies rise up to destroy us but the Almighty saves us from their hands.
His passing was also a week before Yom Hashoah; the date when we remember the
millions of other “Sams” who didn’t survive to build the rich future he did.
This date was just two weeks before Yom Hazikaron, the day designated to remember
those who have fallen in defense of the Jewish State, many of whom fought alongside
Sam for Jewish independence.
May Sam’s memory be a blessing.
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THE LEGACY: A TRIBUTE TO
HINDA BAS YIDEL MACHEL
Rhoda Gleicher

And then there were none. My mother, Hinda bas Yidel Machel, was nifteres this past
Teves/January. She was the last of a family who survived the Holocaust: her father,
her four aunts and uncles, her two siblings and a couple of nephews. She outlived them
all, living to 92. She lived to shep nachas from her three children, six grandchildren
and four great-grandchildren. She left our family a legacy of how to live a Yiddishe life.
She was the bridge from the “alte heim” in Poland to the modern world in the United
States. Growing up, her children always heard about the wonderful life on her Bubbe’s
farm. We could almost taste the delicious dishes Bubbe served on Shabbos and yuntif. She shared with us that she was not very happy about having to return from the
shochet with a dead, but kosher, chicken and then having to pluck the feathers before
Bubbe could make her golden chicken soup. She waited with anticipation for Bubbe’s
return Thursday evening from the town market because she would have a peppermint
candy meant only for my mother.
When dispatched to the baker Shabbos morning, my mother knew which cholent pot
was Bubbe’s. We could feel my mother’s exhilaration of jumping off the second floor
of the old wooden shul with the other children, waiting for davening to conclude. We
thought we knew the happiness of the last day of school. But nothing compared to
my mother’s description of the last day of school in Lodz, gathering her clothes for the
summer and then taking off to Bubbe’s farm on a horse-drawn carriage. Remembering
her family’s history was one of my mother’s legacies.
Of course all that changed on September 1, 1939. By April 15th, 1945, after five tortuous years, my 17-year-old mother had been liberated from Bergen Belsen by the British Army. Fast forward to Lag B’Omer, 1948, after leaving Europe behind and settling
in New York City, my mother married my father, a survivor from Luxembourg. They
became American citizens but never forgot they were Jews. In the space of ten years
they would have three children. My mother worked alongside my father in several
successful businesses. We celebrated yuntif with their friends who were also survivors
and had settled here in Atlanta. They were active in their shuls, sent their children to
Sunday school and Hebrew school, raised money for Israel Bonds, planted trees in
Israel, and made sure that Jews from Russia who came to Atlanta had a place to live, a
job, and a community of other Jews to support them. Being involved in the welfare of
the greater Jewish community was another one of my mother’s legacies.
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My mother was very crafty. She could sew, knit, needlepoint, and crochet. She used her
talents to needlepoint each of her three grandsons a tefillin bag. Each granddaughter
received a hand-knitted scarf, hat, and mittens. She knitted warm, woolen hats for
IDF soldiers for many years. Each new great-grandchild received a beautifully knitted
baby blanket. At her local Kroger, she befriended a mentally challenged young man
whose job was to coral all of the wagons in the parking lot and return them to the store.
My mother knitted him a scarf and hat to keep him warm during the winter months.
My mother was a very good cook and baker. She told anyone who would listen how to
make golden chicken soup. But first she would ask, “Do you make dirty chicken soup?
If you don’t make chicken this way it will be dirty!” Her internist, Dr. Dan Goodman,
was the grateful recipient of my mother’s mandlebroit. No visit could happen unless
she baked the doctor and his wife a fresh new batch. One time, I almost missed an
appointment with him because his mandlebroit was still cooling on the table and how
could I leave without it? And of course there was my mother’s special Blueberry Cake.
Lisa was her favorite grocery store cashier. To Lisa, my mother was “foxy mama,” All
my mother had to hear was that Lisa’s birthday was coming up and she had no family
to celebrate with her. My mother went home, baked her that Blueberry Cake, wrapped
it up, and brought it to Lisa. Happy Birthday, Lisa! Another legacy my mother left us
was to take a look around and see who could use a smile. What gift were you given to
share?
My mother was a powerhouse. Not physically, but through how she lived her life. We
were so fortunate that she left us a Yiddishe legacy. May we all be blessed with a good
and sweet New Year and be inspired to follow our beautiful legacy.

Rhoda Gleicher with her mom Helen Gerson, z”l
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